DATASHEET
Accelerate Your Collections
Litigation Strategy.


Increase Profitability of Your Litigation Strategy
With End-to-End Oversight and Control.
Your litigation strategy needs to produce more
revenue at a lower cost with rigorous compliance.
As consumer credit grows at an annual rate of
5%, the delinquency rate for loans and credit
cards is also increasing.

Oliver Collections Litigation Exchange (CLX)
platform gives you unprecedented visibility into
an automated litigation process with built-in
federal, state, local, and venue-specific laws,
rules and procedures.

Collections litigation has proven to be an effective
debt recovery strategy, but litigation comes with
its challenges. This highly fragmented process
requires compliance with complex legal and
regulatory requirements which frequently
change.

By consolidating and orchestrating the repetitive
regulatory and legal process on our SaaS-based
platform, you will accelerate the litigation
process, increase revenue, and maintain
rigorous compliance.

Increased Revenue
Increase revenue by efficiently
scaling legal filings through
orchestration of expensive,
repetitive manual tasks.
 Increases efficiency of

employees by 4-5 times
 Reduces cycle time

Rigorous Compliance
Automate compliance by
codifying federal, state, local,
venue and customer-specific
laws, rules and procedures.
 Automatically incorporates

Simplified Litigation
Drive collaboration,
communication and oversight
by securely consolidating the
litigation process for all parties.
 Provides visibility of the

current laws and
regulations into workflows
and documentation

entire litigation process
across all parties
 Automates assembly and

by 80%
 Configures to your
 Eliminates 95% of errors

and re-work caused by
manual processes.

Standard Operating
Procedures

redaction of documentation
 Drives efficiency by

identifying choke points
and increasing
effectiveness

 Audits every action by

every party
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Optimize your Collections Litigation Strategy for Maximum ROI



If you want to start, expand, or accelerate a collections litigation strategy, Oliver CLX is a platform that increases
compliant collections throughout the legal strategy. Compliant collections follow a series of interdependent processes,
each with its own pace and components. Oliver’s product vision is driven by the interconnected processes of
Consolidate, Orchestrate and Litigate.




Consolidate
Centralizes Data

The collections process begins with the internal
challenge of bringing together all of the necessary
data and documentation. You need a solution that
not only consolidates your data, but automatically
cleans, updates and repurposes the data. Oliver
CLX provides a centralized, secure repository for
all supporting materials, enabling authorized preplacement, legal, collection, and finance personnel
to work more efficiently.





Data Centric Approach
Content Vendor Hub
Security
Litigation Master Record

Orchestrate
Automates Collaboration

The operational rigor demanded for fair collections
is daunting, and the risks are enormous. You need
a solution with all federal, state, local, and venuespecific laws and procedures built into the

platform. Oliver CLX orchestrates the entire
collections litigation process – from pre-placement
to satisfaction – ensuring that your collections are
compliant, efficient and cost effective.





Modern Automation
Compliance Framework
Secure Collaboration
Servicer Exchange

Litigate
Accelerates Litigation

Managing the litigation process from notice to
judgement to settlement is essential to a good
outcome for both the creditor and consumer. You
need a solution that allows you to monitor
progress and control the outcome. Oliver CLX
provides complete oversight of the process
ensuring that litigation is efficient, compliant and
effective.





End-To-End Visibility
Standard Operating Procedures
Standardized Audit
Secure Multi-Firm Management



To learn more about how Oliver can transform your legal servicing by
consolidating data collection, orchestrating team collaboration and
accelerating litigations strategies with unprecedented automation,
compliance and oversight, visit our website at www.olivertechnology.com.



